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RESISTANCE TO SHEET FLOW 
ABSTRACT 
The results of a literature review on resistance to sheet flow are 
presented. The effects of surface roughness, rainfall, and vegetation 
are considered. At least in the case of laminar flow, it is found that 
the total flow resistance is the sum of the contributions of individual 
effects. The friction factor for the surface roughness effect in 
laminar flow is directly proportional to the relative roughness and 
varies inversely with the Reynolds number. A power function of rainfall 
intensity in laminar flow can represent the effect of rainfall on the 
product of friction factor and Reynolds number. For turbulent flow, 
however, the friction factor depends on the surface conditions which are 
partitioned into smooth, transition, and fully rough. The analysis of 
flow through vegetation is more complex and calls for further studies. 
For densely vegetated surfaces, the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor is 
shown to decrease signifcantly at Reynolds number well beyond the 
critical value of Re = 2000 for smooth surfaces. In some cases, the 
flow behaved as laminar flow at Re = 100,000. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Overland flow on natural watersheds and urban drainages due to 
excess rainfall is commonly referred to as thin sheet flow. When the 
rainfall intensity e x ceeds the infiltration rate of the surface, sheet 
flow begins; sheet flow is generally unsteady and non uniform. The 
discharge increases in the downstream direction during the rainstorm and 
surface runoff rushes down the s l ope of watersheds, paved roads, side 
walks, or parking lots in urban areas. After cessation of rainfall, 
runoff continues during the time in which base flow sources exist; 
thereafter the recession phase starts. Sheet flows can be dealt with as 
wide open channel flows except that if the flow is generated by 
rainfall, excess resistance will be induced by raindrop impact. Shallow 
flows are more sensitive to raindrop impact because of the reduced flow 
depth. 
The mechanics of sheet flow is of interest for several practical 
purposes including evaluation of: (1) surface runoff from natural 
watersheds; (2) soil erosion from watersheds and farmlands; (3) design 
discharge for urban drainage systems; (4) hydraulic characteristics of 
shallow flows in border irrigation system; (5) the modeling of overland 
flow. 
In one flow classification , the ratio of the inertia to viscous 
forces defines the Reynolds number, Re. When viscous forces dominate 
the Reynolds number, Re is small and usually thin flow depth exists. 
This kind of flow is called laminar sheet flow which classifies most of 
the cases of thin overland runoff. With large Reynolds numbers, the 
1 
inertia forces dominate the viscous forces and the flow is turbulent 
which corresponds to relatively large depths. 
The primary parameter in mechanics of sheet flow is resistance to 
flow which determines other hydraulic variables such as velocity and 
shear stress. The focus of this paper is confined to the evaluation of 
the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor for steady laminar and turbulent 
sheet flows in wide channe l s under different surface roughness 
conditions, and with or without rainfall effect. The surface roughness 
conditions include smooth and rough boundaries in addition to roughness 
due to vegetation. 
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2. DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
The following analysis pertains to the general case of steady sheet 
flow in a wide channel over a rough boundary through vegetation with 
rainfall effect. The resistance coefficient, Darcy-Weisbach f, is then 
a function of all the relevant v a riables which describe the channel 
geometry, roughness , rainfall, flow and fluid characteristics. The 
variables fall into six categories: (1) channel variables such as bed 
slope S0 ; (2) roughness parameters such as boundary roughness height k, 
and roughness concentration C, defined as the ratio of the plan area of 
roughness elements to the t otal plane area of the base; (3) rainfall 
parameters such as rainfal l size d, rainfall pattern a , raindrop shape 
coefficient A, rainfall intensity i, raindrop velocity entering main 
flow U; (4) flow parameters such as average flow velocity V, average 
flow depth Y, head loss gra dient Sf; (5) fluid parameters such as fluid 
density p, specific weight of fluid~' and dynamic viscosity~ ; and (6) 
vegetation parameters classified i nto two categories: geometric and 
physical. Among the geometric characteristics are Sy= the average 
vegetation spacing at depth y, ~ = the average diameter or width of the 
vegetation elements at y, GY = the average gap size at y, the pattern 
dimensionless quantity ~' and the cross-sectional shape dimensionless 
quantity 0 . The physical characteristic of plants, as adopted by Kouwen 
and Unny (1973), is the flexural rigidity of the plants shown by EI. 
The deflected height of the vegetation, K, may be regarded as a 
parameter of the combination of geometric and physical characteristics. 




For flows over a rough surface without any effect of rainfall and 
vegetation, Eq. 1 takes the form: 
f func(V , Y,S0 ,k,C,p,g,~ ) (2) 
where f, instead of Sf, is the dependent variable. By selecting V,Y, 
and p as the independent variable s and applying the ~ theorem for 
constant C (the max imum value similar to Nikuradse's experiments), one 
obtains: 
f (3) 
in which F= Froude number andRe= Reynolds number. The effect of Froude 
number can be dropped for laminar flow. 
For boundary shear stress due to flow over a smooth surface with 
rainfall effect, Eq. l reduces to : 
r = func (V,Y,S 0 ,d,a,A,U,i,p,g,v) (4) 
where r is the boundary shear stress equal to ~YSf. Yoon (1970) 
performed a dimensional analysis to present: 
f 
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where V.Y/v and Vj}gY are the conventional Reynolds number and Froude 
number respectively. Yoon experimentally found that: (1) iY/v and 
U/}gY showed a poor correlation with f; (2) the effect of a or rainfall 
spacing was negligible; (3) A was kept constant and therefore dropped 
from the analysis; (4) Froude number appeared to be of secondary 
importance; and (5) id/v is proportional to i for constant v. 
Therefore, Eq. 5 becomes: 
f (6) 
By applying the ~ theorem on Eq. 1 for the sheet flow through 
vegetation with rainfall effect and dropping unimportant terms of 
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Chen (1976) used the experimental results of Yoon (1970) and 
argues that the effect of rainfall would be maximum for flow on the 
(7) 
horizontal smooth surface but would decrease with increasing k and S0 . 
He continues that since the roughness of turf surface is very high, the 
effect of rainfall intensity is believed to be insignificant. Also, the 
data by Chen (1976), Phelps (1970) , and Hartley (1980) show that the 
flow resistance for flow through vegetation is much higher than that of 
flow only with rainfall. 
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After some modifications in Eq. 7 and using the relation Vmu·G 
V.S, Hartley (1980) comes up with the following equation: 
f ~s_ y' y' .,p , e, 
K vmax· d 
u 
(8) 
in which V* = )gYSf. The term k/y in Eq. 7 was dropped by assuming flow 
through vegetation having smooth boundary. However, the effect of 
roughness, if considerable compared to vegetation resistance, can be 
added to the vegetation resistance to yield total resistance. 
In case of relatively sparse vegetation all of the terms in Eq . 8 
should be considered. For grass with maximum density, however , the flow 
resistance is mainly due to drag on the roughness elements and 
concentration, shape, and pattern effects could be dropped from the 
analysis, as in Chen's study. In case of experiments with artificial 
cylinders, the restrictions and simplifications made by Hartley include: 
(1) the density of the system doesn't change with depth, so subscripts 
of the first three terms after S0 may be dropped; (2) the effect of 
pattern and shape will be represented by a constant in the final 
equations; and (3) flexibility effects can be dropped for the 
experiments with rigid cylinders. Also for rigid system, K = Y. 
Therefore: 




In case of laminar sl1eet flow, usually with very shallow depth, the 
deflected height and flexural rigidity of the vegetation are not 
6 
important and Eq. 9 still applies. The Froude number contribution in 
laminar flow resistance equations has not been included so far. The 
experiments such as Chen's have been conducted with the attempt to 
eliminate surface instabilities. However, Hartley reported only small 
free surface effect even in turbulent flow. Hence, Eq. 9 takes the form 
of: 
f func ( S0 , S/Y, D/Y, G/Y, Vmax·G/u) 
in which Re = Vmax. G/u 
vegetation spacing. 
V.S/u is the Reynolds number based on 
7 
(10) 
3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
One of the most common resistance factors is the Darcy-Weisbach 
friction factor, f. The Darcy-Weisbach formula was first developed for 
flow in pipes in the following form : 
L V2 
hf=f--D 2g 
where hf= friction loss along length L of the pipe, given the pipe 
(11) 
diameter, D, and the mean flow velocity, V. For open channel flow, hf/L 
and D are substituted by Sf and 4Y respectively : 
f (12) 
where sf= friction gradient, v =velocity, andy= flow depth equal to 
hydraulic radius in a wide channel. Eq. 12 may be applied to steady 
uniform flow in wide channels by substituting S0 for Sf. Other friction 
factors, such as Manning nand Chezy C, are mostly used for turbulent 





(~) 1/2 (13) 
The sheet flow with rainfall as lateral inflow is considered to be 
a shallow spatially varied flow which with constant rainfall intensity 
and constant base flow would be steady. The derivation of governing 
equations for steady spatially varied flow with rainfall has been 
studied by many investigators; among them, Chow (1959), Woo and Brater 
8 
(1962), and Yen and Wenzel (1970). Probably Yen and Wenzel (1970) 
derived the most comprehensive dynamic equation for this case by both 
momentum and energy approaches. 
The continuity equation for the flow with rainfall in a wide 
channel can be written as : 
q (14) 
where q, and q0 = total and base flow rates per unit width of the 
channel at x = 0 . Under the following basic assumptions: (1) one 
dimensional steady flow; (2) hydrostatic pressure distribution; (3) 
constant channel slope; (4) constant momentum correction factor along 
the channel; (5) negligible air entrainment effect; and (6) impervious 
boundary, Yen and Wenzel (1970) using momentum approach carne up with the 
equation of water surface profile for steady spatially varied flow as 
follows : 
dY ~v2 
dx (Cos 8 - gD ) 
i 
S0 - Sf + ~ (U Cos¢ - 2~V) (15) 
where x=distance in the flow direction, D= A/T= hydraulic depth at x, A= 
cross section area at x, T= top width at the free surface, e = angle 
between x direction and horizontal direction, ~ = the momentum 
correction factor, Sf= friction slope defined as r/~R, R =hydraulic 
radius, ¢ = angle between velocity U and x direction, and other 
variables have been already defined. For a wide channel, D and R are 
simply replaced by flow depth, Y. 
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4. SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECT 
4.1. Laminar Flow 
The study of laminar sheet flow over bare surface is the most 
simplified situation of interest in order to identify the variation of 
flow resistance coefficient due to surface roughness and Reynolds 
number. The following general formulation has been adopted by early 
investigators, such as Izzard (1944), and Woo and Brater (1961): 
f (16) 
K value varies with the flow regime, surface roughness, rainfall effect, 
vegetation and probably slope. Theoretically speaking, K is equal to 24 
for laminar flow over a smooth wide channel. This can be found by 
either applying Boussinesq equation, primarily developed for rectangular 
pipes having a width b and depth of 2Y, to a wide open channel with 
infinite width and depth of Y, or imposing equilibrium between the 
component of weight in the direction of flow and the shear resistance of 
the channel bottom. Horton, Leach, and Van Vliet (1934) experimentally 
confirmed the K value being 24 for laminar flow in a rectangular channel 
with a smooth surface, covered by white pine. Allen (1934) found the 
upper limit of R8 for true laminar flow regime being about 300 for 
smooth surfaces. The University of Illinois' data given by Landsford 
and Robertson (1958) and Chow (1959) determined the same K value as 24 
for laminar flow when R8<500. 
Woo and Brater (1961) tried to determine friction factor for 
different boundary surfaces. They partitioned the surfaces into smooth, 
10 
rough, and very rough. Woo and Brater evaluated the width effect for 
the flow in rectangular channels, estimating an error of less than 5 
percent inK when the width-depth ratio was 25. Woo and Brater's data 
for flow over masonite surface representing a typical rough surface 
showed a value of 30.8 for K. The U.S. Waterways Experiment Station 
(1935) had already reported K being 31.6 for laminar flow over cement 
surface. The upper limit of R9 for laminar flow varied from 400 for a 
slope of 0.060 to 900 for a slope of 0.001. 
Glued-sand with an average diameter of 1 mm on the masonite surface 
used by Woo and Brater (1961) as a very rough surface on which flow 
experiments were conducted. It was found that K increased with the 
slope (except for slopes less than 0.003), having a value of 39.2 for S0 
= 0.001 up to 100 for S0 = 0.060, Fig. 1. The upper limit of laminar 
flow range was confined between 400 to 800, varying inversely with the 
slope. Generally, the data in the laminar range seems inadequate to 
warrant the results. 
If the f variation with slope is computed based on Woo and 
Brater's (1961) data, it will be found that for sand surface (k=l mm) 
when S0 > 0.003: 
f 155.85 + 46 log S0 (17) 
e 
The application of the above equation is limited to slopes less than 
0.020 after which the number of data points for each slope is lacking. 
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s. c 
• 0001 9 .8 
~ 0 .002 9 .8 
• 0 .003 9. 8 
e 0 .004 11.3 
e 0 .006 13.0 
• 0 .008 13.0 
"- 0 .010 16.4 
• 0.01~ 18.4 
• 0 .020 19.5 • 0 .040 21.6 • 0060 25.0 
~fc 
Fig . 1 . The f-Re relationship for sand surface, after Woo and Brater 
(1961). 
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Through a different approach, Kruse et al (1965) attempted to 
define the friction factor for flow over rough surface in terms of 
roughness characteristics and channel slope. They came up with the 
following formula : 
f 6000(a/.A)S 0°·5 
Re (18) 
where a = soil roughness height, and .A = soil roughness spacing. The 
formula shows the correlation of friction factor with the ratio of 
roughness height to spacing and apparently the bed slope. 
The idea of correlation of f with the relative roughness was 
investigated by Phelps (1975). Phelps tested the flow over spherical 
roughness elements with diameter of 1.17 mm (.046 in) and grain 
concentration of 0.1 in the slope range being 0.00048-0.0451. The data 
confirmed the variation of f with relative roughness not slope. 
Having Phelps' data in Fig.2, the following power equation may be 
developed to confirm Eq.l6 for constant k/Y: f = aReb· Table 1 can be 
filled by using Fig.2 as the reference. 
TABLE 1 - Values of a and b Based on Phelps' Data 
Relative Roughness # of Data a b K 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
.23 4 35.889 -1.00195 35.498 
.27-.28 5 43.584 -1.02503 38.161 
.35 7 42.392 -1.00191 42.040 
.52-.55 7 31.179 -0.88777 50.61 
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As it is seen, the exponent b is very close to -1.0 except for the 
last series when k/Y=.52 - .55. As a result, the resistance equation 
may be written in this form: f=K/Re, where K = func(k/y). If a 
regression is to be performed, the result for K will yield: 
K 
k 1.31 
24 + 72.1 (-)· y ~ < .50 y (19) 
The application of resistance equation in the form of f=K/Re would be 
probably limited to k/Y values less than .50, according to Phelps' data. 
The result of the power model for k/y=.52 - .55 is not satisfactory to 
verify the equation for that specific k/Y. It is possible that free 
surface instability effect for high k/Y cause the discrepancies such 
that . the correlation off with Re decreases indicating the change in 
flow regime from laminar to transition and turbulent. 
Phelps (1975) reported that Woo and Brater's (1961) data also 
validated Eq.l6 as they were grouped based on relative roughness. 
Assuming so, K values deduced from Woo and Brater's data are higher than 
those of Phelps' as much as two times for a constant k/Y. One may 
reason that the roughness concentration used by Woo and Brater was the 
maximum possible similar to Nikurase's work, where Phelps' selected a 
concentration equal to 0.1 in his experiments. 
Now, as it is clear, two different independent variables have been 
used for the evaluation of flow resistance, i.e. slope and relative 
roughness. Although Kruse et al. (1965) presented an equation in which 
slope was the independent variable besides the roughness size, they 
14 
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Fig. 2. The f-Re relationship for rough surfaces, after Phelps (1975). 
k/Y = Relative roughness 
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speculated that the apparent correlation between resistance and slope 
could be due to relative roughness and local turbulence at the tips of 
the roughness elements. When slope increased while discharge and hence 
Reynolds number were kept constant, depth would then decrease and more 
resistance would be induced due to larger portion of the flow being into 
contact with the roughness at a higher velocity. Therefore, the basic 
cause of resistance variation can be relative roughness rather than 
slope, which in turn is responsible for changes in relative roughness. 
In addition, working with slope as the primary variable requires a 
series of experiments for each roughness size wh ereas the k/Y ratio 
reflects both roughness size and depth which varies with bed slope in 
the case of constant discharge. Phelps' work successfully demonstrates 
the effectiveness of k/Y being independent variable and the validity of 
equation f = K/Re. 
Yet, some considerations must be taken into account when working 
with relative roughness. First of all, the roughness concentration has 
to be held constant for each diagram of f vs Re and k/Y. Second, the k 
value, the height of the roughness, needs an accurate measurement. 
Third, for high k/Y, free surface instabilities may bring about 
additional energy dissipation whose effect on f in laminar flow region 
has not been quantitatively determined. 
4.2. Turbulent Flow 
The flow over a bare surface becomes turbulent when Re > 2000. 
There are three types of turbulent flow depending on size of the 
boundary roughness compared to laminar sublayer thickness. Smooth 
16 
conditions occur when t~e boundaries are hydraulically smooth such that 
the roughness elements are well covered under the laminar sublayer. On 
the contrary, turbulent flow over fully rough surface exists when the 
projections break through the laminar sublayer and dominate the flow 
behavior . Finally, transition region of turbulent flow is the region 
between smooth and fully rough conditions. It is noticeable that change 
from smooth to fully rough flow corresponds to increase in R8 and 
therefore in discharge, which shrinks the laminar sublayer thickness. 
The limits of these three kinds of turbulent flows are as follows : 
1. Smooth condition 0 > 3k or 
2. Transition k/5 < 8 < 3k or 4 < V*k/u < 70 
, 3. Fully rough 0 < k/5 or 
where k = the median size of the boundary particles and 8 the laminar 
sublayer thickness equal to 11.6u/V*. 
The resistance equations were primarily developed for flow in 
pipes. The f-Re relationship for smooth pipes was derived by Blasius as 
the following 
f 0.223 R o.25 
e 
in which hydraulic radius is used as the characteristic length in 
definition of Re. The Blasius equation may be applied for turbulent 
flows over smooth boundary when Re < 25000. Beyond that limit, the 
17 
(20) 
Prandtl-von Karman equation based on logarithmic velocity profile is 
believed to hold : 
1 
If 
2 log (Re/t) + 0.4 
The use of Eq. 20 and Eq. 21 for open channel flow has been 
(21) 
investigated based on the data developed at the Univ. of Illinois given 
by Lansford and Robinson (1958) and also data of Univ. of Minnesota 
given by Straub et al . (1958). Fig.3 indicates that the equations for 
turbulent flows in smooth pipes may be representative of all smooth 
channels. In addition, the cross section shape of the channel in 
turbulent flow has little effect on friction factor whereas it is 
important in laminar flow. This means that for sheet flow assumed in a 
wide channel, Eq.20 and Eq.21 can approximate the friction factor when 
the boundary is smooth such as that of urban drainage systems. 
Another alternative is to integrate the turbulent velocity profile 
over smooth boundary and then calculate the friction factor from average 
velocity. The final formula would be : 
1 
7f = a 
If log(Re -) 
b 
(22) 
Basically, a is related to the von Karman's universal constant as 0.4, 
and b depends on the value of a as well as shape of the cross section of 
the channel. Keulegan's (1938) formula, which probably is the closest 
in result to Prandtl-von Karman equation, for a very wide, smooth 
18 
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Fig. 3 . The f-R9 relationship for flow in smooth channels, after Chow 
(1959). 
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channel reduces to a=2.03, and b=0.853. In overland areas, however, the 
surface is mostly rough with fairly large relative roughness. 
The flow resistance of turbulent flow in fully rough condition is 
entirely due to the ratio of hydraulic radius over the roughness size, 





a log(b' ~ 
k 
where R=hydraulic radius, and b' is a constant to be determined by 
experiments. The value of b' depends not only on the shape of the 
(23) 
channel cross section but also on the spacing (roughness concentration) 
and form of the roughness elements. As a result, different 
investigators present different values based on the data they use. 
Keulegan (1938) found that a=2.03 and b'=ll.09 for a very wide channel 
with sand-grain roughness in the fully rough regime. For a trapezoidal 
channel, however, Keulegan's formula gives similar a but b'=l2.27. At 
the meeting of IAHR, Thijsee (1949) proposed a similar equation which 
after modifications results in a=2.03 and b'=l2.2 for a very wide 
channel. In case of flow over commercial surfaces, such as concrete and 
wood, the k values have been presented by Ackers (1959). 
If the variation of Chezy coefficient C, instead of Darcy f, is to 
be plotted versus Reusing Eq.20 and Eq.21 for smooth condition and 
Eq.23 for fully rough condition, a modified Moody diagram for open 
channel flow will show up. Fig.4, taken from Henderson's (1966) book, 
indicates that in case of turbulent flow over fully rough surfaces, C 
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Fig. 4. Modified Moody diagram showing C-Re relationship, after 
Henderson (1966). 
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covers from 5 to 235.5, probably based on range of available data. 
Although turbulent flow in fully rough condition usually occurs in 
relatively high R/k ratios, in overland regions with steep slope one may 
expect turbulent sheet flow with high relative roughness, or low ratios 
of R/k. In that case, the applicability of Eq. 23 needs more 
investigations in order to complete Fig. 4 for smaller R/k ratios. 
A report by ASCE (1963) supports the use of Colebrook equation 
with slightly modified coefficients for flow in transition region to 





_2 log( k + 0.625 ) 
12R Re If 
However, the above equation is applicable to commercial surfaces. 
(24) 
Therefore, for natural rough surfaces with k being the median particle 
size, Eq.24 has to be tested. In Fig.4 , the difference between the 
curves for pipe flow and open channel flow in transition region is 
shown. 
Manning equation, as a flow resistance equation, is the most well 
known power relationship which has been developed for open channel 
turbulent flow over rough surfaces. For R/k ratios ranging from 10 to 
10000, the Manning-Strickler relationship approximately gives equivalent 




0. 0342 k116 
22 
(25) 
where k=median size of the roughness particles in feet. It should be 
noticed that Manning equation is suitable for all fully rough flows in 
which Manning's n is constant for a given particle size. For transition 
flows, however, f is the better resistance coefficient given by Eq. 24. 
23 
boundary shear stress, r, assuming fi = 1. He found that the measured 
boundary shear stress, even with the difficulties in measuring flow 
depths with rainfall effect, was in excellent agreement with boundary 
shear stress computed using Eq.26. Therefore, the application of one 
dimensional dynamic equation of spatially varied flow appeared to be 
accurate enough for determination of water surface profile, provided a 
reasonable resistance law; i.e. an equation for f. It was also found 
that S0 overcame the other terms in magnitude while evaluating Sf. Each 
of S1 and S2 contributed nearly one tenth of S0 whereas S3 was negligible 
in magnitude. 
5.1. Laminar Flow 
Izzard (1944) first studied the resistance to laminar sheet flow 
with rainfall effect. He considered that the K value in general 
formula, Eq.l6, could be the sum of a constant and a function of 
rainfall intensity. Therefore the following function was developed and 
then used by many other investigators: 
f (28) 
where K0 is a function of surface roughness. Izzard used a paved rough 
surface in his experiments. As a result, he determined K0 being 27 for 
rough surface. The power function of rainfall intensity turned out to 
be 5.67 i 1 · 33 , where i(in/h). In addition, Izzard observed increase in f 
with increasing bottom slope. However, no slope parameter was included 
in friction factor equation. 
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Li (1972) conducted his tests to determine the independent 
variables of friction factor for laminar flow over smooth surface with 
rainfall through a dimensional analysis. He assumed the following power 
equation: 
f (29) 
where ~0 ,~ 1 ,~2 ,~3 are constants and € is the error in the regression 
equation. The data covered a range of Re from 126 to 900 for laminar 
regime, 0 to 17.5 in/h for rainfall intensity, and slopes being .0108 
and .0064. The result of multiple regression showed that 
f (30) 
According to statistical tests made by Li (1972), bottom slope had an 
insignificant effect on the product of f.Re. Furthermore, the exponent 
of Re was approximated to -1. 
Before Li (1972), Yoon (1970) had carried out several tests to 
identify the independent variables affecting friction factor. Yoon 
(1970) found that the effect of raindrop spacing and raindrop impact 
velocity were almost negligible on friction factor under his test 
conditions. However, friction factor increased with increasing rainfall 
intensity and relatively bottom slope. 
Li (1972) performed a regression analysis using his data and Yoon's 
data to derive the following power function for ~(i): 
~(i) = 27.162 for Re < 900 (31) 
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i is in in/h. The agreement of the above equation with Yoon's data is 
shown in Fig.S and with Li's data in Fig.6. 
Fawkes (1972) approximated the flow with rainfall as a steady flow 
with a very flat water surface profile. As a result, Sf would be almost 
equal to S0 . Fawkes then presented ¢(i) = 9.982i. 
Other data based on experiments on sheet flow over smooth and rough 
surfaces with rainfall given by Kisisel et al.(l973) indicated no 
significant change in f due to slope. The data seemed to obey the same 
general formulation for f, though no attempt was made to deduce a 
certain equation for f. 
In order to define friction factor experimentally for sheet flow 
with rainfall, most of the investigators used the kinematic wave 
approximation as suggested by Woolhiser (1969). The approximation 
assumes that all the terms in the momentum equation are negligible 
except S0 and Sf, resulting in Sf = S0 • Then, depth and velocity in 
Eq.l2 are measured for a cross section and the variation off due to 
rainfall versus R9 will be defined. Izzard (1944), Kisisel et 
al.(l973), and Fawkes (1972) used the kinematic wave approximation to 
determine the f variation. 
According to Yoon's study on Eq.26, the kinematic wave 
approximation may involve up to 20 percent error in Sf determination. 
Yoon (1970), and then Li (1972), directly measured the boundary shear 
stress by hot film sensors, in order to avoid any approximation in their 
analysis. Having shear stress and flow velocity, they computed friction 
factor, f = 8rjpV2 , for specific rainfall intensity and Reynolds number. 
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Consequently, Eq. 28 substituted by ~(i) from Eq. 31 is the most 
accurate equation for solving dynamic equation of spatially varied flow. 
As already discussed, Kin Eq.l6 may be a function of slope, S0 , or 
relative roughness, k(Y. Using a function of S0 would bring about an 
approximation by assuming steady uniform flow, which is obviously not 
true when rainfall exists. On the other hand, K being a function of 
k(Y, as used by Phelps (1975) specifically for steady uniform flow over 
rough boundary, reflects the effect of non-uniformity of the flow with 
rainfall effect. As spatially varied flow moves on, the depth changes 
and the boundary resistance has to change accordingly to yield the 
relative roughness effect. Therefore, both friction factors due to 
boundary roughness and rainfall will be functions of distance, simply 
because depth and Reynolds number are not constant for sheet flow with 
rainfall : 
f func(k/Y) + 27 .162i·
407 
(q0 + ix)/u 
5.2 Turbulent Flow 
(32) 
Similar to the discussion for laminar flow with rainfall, the data 
provided by Yoon (1970) and Li (1972) are the most applicable and 
accurate compared to the other's data. Li first assumed that Blasius 
equation could be modified to accommodate the rainfall effect for 
turbulent flow over a smooth boundary : 
f 





which is valid for Re > 2000 where the turbulent flow begins. The 
regression analysis between Yoon's and Li's data showed that for 
available data ¢' was not a function of rainfal l intensity but rather a 





0.5 < i < 17.5 in/h 
i 0 (34) 
The above results mean that the flow resistance begins to increase 
with rainfall intensity somewhat below 0.5 injh. Once the flow 
resistance is increased, any further increase of rainfall intensity 
doesn't change the flow resistance at least fori< 17.5 in/h. Since the 
major cause of increase in flow resistance due to rainfall is the 
creation of turbulence by rainfall impact, one should expect a little 
change in flow resistance when the flow is already turbulent. 
As seen in Figs. 5 and 6, the f values decrease from that for the 
laminar range ending at Re = 900 to its value for the turbulent range 
starting at Re = 2000. Li (1972) approximated the relation between ln f 
and ln Re in transition range with a line and gave the following 
equation: 
f (35) 
in which a= -1.252 ln(0.68 + 0.77i0 · 407 ). The equation applies only for 
flow in the transition range, 900 < Re < 2000, over a smooth boundary. 
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6. VEGETATION EFFECT 
Evaluation of vegetation resistance in sheet flow involves the most 
complicated experiments particularly for natural vegetation. So many 
interrelated variables contribute in flow resistance through vegetation 
that no test is able to separate the effect of each variable. The 
problem becomes more complex when the combined effects of vegetation, 
bottom roughness, and rainfall are present and yet no confirmed method 
of separation among those effects has been developed . Nevertheless, at 
least in case of laminar flow, it is believed that total resistance can 
be represented by the linear superposition of vegetation drag, bottom 
roughness, and rainfall effect. The last one is minor compared to 
vegetation drag and the natural bottom roughness of natural vegetated 
areas. The bottom effects due to roughness has been already discussed. 
Although no unique equation in a general form has been derived 
to calculate the vegetation resis t ance, the fol l owing literature review 
and discussions will clarify, to some extent, the results of past 
studies. 
6.1. Rigid Sparse Vegetation 
The relationship between resistance to flow and hydraulic parameters 
of sheet flow through rigid sparse vegetation can be derived by applying 
momentum equation to a finite increment ~x along flow direction . For a 
steady flow in a wide channel one obtains : 
(36) 
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where Fg = fluid weight component in flow direction per unit width 
approximately equal to 1YS 0 in case of sparse vegetation, Fb = boundary 
shear force per unit width, and F0 = total vegetation drag per unit 
width. The boundary shear force is equal to 1YSf or pfbV2/8, in which Sf 
= the friction slope due to boundary resistance, and drag force is equal 
to y O.SC0 Ve
2dAe in which C0 = local drag coefficient, and dAe = local 
area of vegetation projected normal to flow direction. If the 
vegetation system is composed of rigid uniform cylinders and local 
velocity can be approximated by mean velocity of the flow, then Eq.36 
becomes : 
(37) 
where N = the number of cylinders per unit area of bed, d = cylinder 
diameter, and h cylinder height. When h < Y, then h should be 
substituted for Y in last term. I n a more simplified form : 
(38) 
where fv = friction factor due to vegetation equal to 4NC0dY. Hence, 
the contribution of vegetation effect, fv, to total friction factor is 
dependent on flow depth as the hydraulic parameter, vegetation 
characteristics including number of single stems per unit area in a 
sparse pattern, stem diameter, and drag coefficient. 
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Li and Shen (1973) studied the drag coefficient for idealized 
vegetation, represented by rigid cylinders. As Fig.7 shows, the 
variation of mean drag coefficient in turbulent flow for second row 
cylinders in a staggered pattern is relatively small down to at least 
longitudinal spacing to diameter ratio of 5 at which Co is only 8% 
higher than that of a single cylinder or that of first row cylinders. 
In case of a parallel pattern, however, C0 keeps continuously decreasing 
as the spacing is reduced for a given d, such that C0 equals only 60% of 
C0 for a single cylinder. Of course when the transverse spacing is 
changed, these ratios may change. Now, as long as C0 remains unchanged 
with the spacing, roughly down to lOd in staggered pattern and SOd in 
parallel pattern, the vegetation is considered sparse and C0 would be 
only function of element shape and Reynolds number, as has been 
classified by Hoerner (1965). Li and Shen recommend an average C0 being 
1.2 for sparse cylinders. This value also has been reported in standard 
texts such as Schlichting (1968) for drag coefficient of a single 
cylinder in an idealized two-dimensional flow in cylinder Reynolds 
number, Rd = Vd/u, ranging from about 8*103 to 2*105 . 
6.2. Dense Rigid Vegetation 
Neglecting the free surface and flexibility effects, Kirsch and 
Fuchs (1967) studied the drag coefficient for pressure flow through 
parallel and staggered arrangements of dense rigid cylinders. They 
introduced a dimensionless coefficient of drag enhancement, F*, which 
relates to C0 as the average drag coefficient for each cylinder in an 
array such that : 
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where Rd = cylinder Reynolds number equal to Vd/u. If S1 and S2 
represent the center to center spacing in the cross stream direction and 
in streamwise direction, F* can be empirically evaluated as : 
F* 47r[ -ln( d 1.33) 
'Jr2 d ) 2 ] for d/S 1 0.7 2s;: - + -3-( 2S 1 ' < 
F"' ~iz c 1 - d ) -2.5 for d/S 1 > 0. 7 (40) ~ ' 
Both above equations hold when S2 > S1 . For S2 < S1 , F* ratio decreased 
below unity with decrease in spacing between rows in a parallel 
arrangement. On the contrary, opposite relation was verified for 
staggered pattern in the case S2 < S1 , depending on d/S 1 and S1/S2. 
Kirsh and Fuchs also found that for nonuniform pattern of cylinders and 
for rotating rows of cylinders relative to one another, F"' showed less 
value than those of parallel and staggered patterns of equal density. 
Chilton and Genereaux (1933) experimented pressure drop for the 
pressurized flow through staggered arrangement of cylinders presenting 
t.P 53Vrnax J.L for laminar flow (41) - d 2 L e 
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in which bP = pressure drop over length L, Vmax maximum velocity 
through the gap or narrowest space between two adjacent cylinder 
elements, d9 =equivalent diameter equal to (4/~dN- d), d =cylinder 
diameter, N =number of elements per unit area of the bed, G = gap size. 
Eq. 41 may be changed for the use in open channel with the aid of 









where (R9 ) e = Vmaxde/v. This equation has not been verified 
experimentally for open channel flow. It confirms, however, the 
proportionality of friction factor directly with flow depth , and 
inversely with Reynolds number. 
Similar modifications for turbulent flow relationship with 






where (Re)G = VmaxG/u. Although the equation was primarily developed for 
pressure flow, it can confirm the linear dependence of f on flow depth, 
Y, in case of turbulent flow through rigid dense vegetation, similar to 
t he relation for rigid sparse system. The small negative power of 
Reynolds number also satisfies the expectation for a turbulent flow. 
Hartley (1980) tested the sheet flow on a smooth surface through 
1/4 inch diameter cylinders representing ideal vegetation. He then 
measured the flow depths and velocities and used the following energy 
equation to evaluate friction slope : 
(46) 
where subscripts 1 and 2 stand for upstream and downstream locations 
with the distance bx apart. He reported that since the flow was close 
to a uniform flow, in most cases Sf showed values quite near S0 • Then, 
the total friction factor f could be calculated having Sf, Y, V and 
using Eq.l2. Assuming linear superposition of drag, Hartley removed the 
sidewall effect applying the method by Vanoni and Brooks (1957) and then 
bottom resistance using f = 24/Re for laminar flow and Blasius equation 
for turbulent flow. In case of smooth boundaries, the sidewall effect 
and bottom resistance showed quite minor values compared with the 
vegetation resistance. 
Hartley assumed the following simple power model for laminar flow: 
f = A (Y/d)BRdc, where A depends on density and pattern, Y/d is the depth 
diameter ratio to account for form drag effects, and Rd is diameter 
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Reynolds number equal to Vmax·d/u . By performing regression, Hartley 
confirmed the general form f=K/Rd as: 
f (47) 
Generally, having depth, instead of bed slope, as independent variable 
is advantageous because in case of non-uniform flow with rainfall the 
effect of change in depth would be included in flow resistance due to 
vegetation. 
For turbulent flow, Hartley dropped the effect of Reynolds number, 
assuming negligible effect, and he allowed Froude number to enter the 
equation. Therefore, the power equation for turbulent flow became 
f (48) 
where F = Froude number. By performing data regression, Hartley found 
the influence of Froude number to be marginal in its effect on 
resistance coefficient, even though the free surface effects were 
physically evident in some slopes. Also the exponent of Y/d turned out 
to be 1. 
To account for density variation, Hartley introduced a correction 
factor being (d/S) 2 . Therefore his resistance equation now becomes: 
f C dY R P 82"d 
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(49) 
in which p equals -1 for laminar flow and zero for turbulent flow. 
Constant C is dependent on the vegetation pattern as in the following 
table : 
Table 2. Pattern Coefficient (C) 
Pattern Laminar Flow Turbulent Flow Relative c 
Staggered 2995 11.4 1.0 
Parallel 1366 5.2 0.46 
Random 1576 6.0 0.53 
Table 2 shows that the highest resistance i s produced by staggered 
patterns for a given element dens i ty, whereas a random pattern yields 
somewhat more than half of that for staggered pattern. For the laminar 
flow, Hartley assumed that the relative pattern effect determined for 
turbulent flow was valid in the laminar range in order to avoid the lack 
of data in that range. However, no evidence has been provided to 
justify that assumption. 
The conditions and restrictions on using Hartley's equations are 
as follows: (1) flow is laminar when Rd<l50 and is turbulent otherwise 
Rd may be replaced by (Vmax·d)/u = (S/S-d).(V.d)/u in which (S-d) 
equals the gap size ; (2) the vegetation surface is smooth and either no 
flexibility effect occurs or the flow is very shallow; (3) the 
vegetation pattern can be identified as one of staggered, parallel , or 
random; (4) the vege tation density is approximately constant along the 
height of stems ; and (5) the equations only give the vegetation 
resistance. 
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6.3. Flexible Artificial Ve~etation 
The effect of flexibility of vegetation simulated by artificial turf 
on resistance to sheet flow was noticed by Fenzel (1964). He introduced 
a dimensionless deflection parameter, V2Y4/J, in which J= EI, E = 
module of elasticity of the vegetation material, and I =moment of 
inertia of the turf cross section. For his particular studies on 
irrigation systems, Fenzel dropped this parameter from dimensional 
analysis because of no bending effect or other deflection of the 
vegetation in his experiments. 
Hoerner (1965) modified the drag coefficient for a prismatic 
element by a factor equal to the cube of the cosine of the angle between 
the element and normal to the flow direction. This factor takes the 
degree of flexibility into account and implies that the drag coefficient 
for a flexible element is less than that of a rigid one. Obviously, the 
method can not be applied when the elements are semi-rigid which may be 
bent with varying angle and also the method holds for sparse 
vegetations. 
More experiments on dense synthetic flexible turf were carried out 
by Phelps (1970). He did his experiments with artificial turf of raffia 
sewn to a jute fabric base. His procedure was to test the variation of 
f with R9 for different constant depths. This was accomplished for a 
series of depths by adjusting discharge to achieve these depths on a 
given slope. The reason for choosing constant depths with varying 
Reynolds number was to reflect the effect of decreasing vegetation 
density with the distance from the boundary, similar to natural grass. 
Phelps then found that the product of f.R8 was not a constant for 
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Fig. 8. The f-Re relationship for flexible artificial turf, after 
Phelps (1970). 
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laminar flow but rather decreasing with increase in Re for every 
constant depth. This means a steeper slope than -1 on log-log paper 
which is the theoretical slope. Phelps (1970) explained this departure 
in terms of the flexibility of the synthetic turf in response to the 
flow condition. As the Reynolds number and velocity increased, the 
expansion of average pore size caused steeper decrease in resistance. 
The data are depicted in Fig.8 illustrating f vs Re for constant 
values of h/d, where h is flow depth and d is flow passage dimension 
which was set to .01 feet due to assumed similarity of flow through 
turf with groundwater flow through porous media, with convection d being 
.01. Therefore, constant lines of h/d represent constant depths. If 
one traces constant depth line in the direction of increasing Re or 
discharge, he will find that the slope is increasing in that direction. 
As a result, the values of constant slope lines should decrease from the 
bottom to the top in direction of increasing f. Now, if for constant Re 
or discharge the bed slope is reduced, the flow depth will increase and 
so will resistance. However, as will be indicated later, the same 
change in slope in Chen's data for natural vegetation causes less 
resistance. One may reason the difference in terms of the ability of 
contraction of pores due to lower velocity over the ability of the flow 
to find larger pores at higher depths in Phelps' tests. This is 
probably one difference between behavior of artificial turf and the 
natural one. 
Although the adequacy of Phelps' data is in doubt particularly for 
higher depths, Phelps made three important conclusions for sheet flow 
through dense flexible artificial vegetation : (1) the varying density 
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of vegetation with depth has to be accounted for; (2) for constant 
depth, pore or flow tube size can expand as the velocity increases due 
to vegetation flexibility; and (3) the critical Reynolds number marking 
the limit of laminar flow decreases with the decrease in depth. 
6.4. Natural Vegetation 
The early investigations of the flow resistance in a laminar flow 
through natural vegetation dates back to attempts to determine K value 
in Eq.l6. As the first investigator, Izzard (1944) conducted a series 
of experiments on the laminar flow with the rainfall over a turf surface 
covered with Kentucky Blue grass. He found K to be as high as 10,000 
for bed slope being .01 and with any rainfall intensity. 
An extensive study on effect of specific natural vegetation on 
resistance to sheet flow was carried out by Chen (1976). Bermuda grass 
and Kentucky Blue grass were used as the typical vegetation in overland 
areas . Through a dimensional analysis with considering test results, 
Chen assumed Reynolds number, slope, relative roughness k/Y, and 
rainfall intensity as the independent variables in dimensional analysis. 
Chen concluded that the effect of the rainfall would decrease with 
increase in roughness size, k, and bottom slope and therefore it may be 
neglected for high roughness boundary of grassed area. Later, he 
dropped k from the analysis for sake of simplicity and difficulties 
involved ink measurement. Finally, the remaining variables became Re 
and slope, i.e. f=func (R9 ,S 0 ). The regression analysis showed that K 
value for laminar flow through Bermuda grass began from 5000 up to 
500,000 for slopes being .001 to .555 respectively. It was also found 
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that the upper limit of R8 for laminar flow decreased from 10
4 for 
S0 =.001 to 103 for S0 =.555 . The equation suggested by Chen to be 
applied for Bermuda grass and Kentucky Blue grass surfaces in the 
laminar range is: 
f (50) 
The increase in slope, if considered as an independent variable , 
would increase the friction factor of flow on a rough surface when 
discharge and other parameters held constant. The case of natural 
vegetation with higher density near the bed yields the same effect for 
bed slope. To reason such an effect, Kruse et al. (1965) explained the 
phenomena by considering the correspondence of increase in slope and 
decrease in depth for constant discharge and therefore higher average 
density opposing the flow. This trend resulted from Chen's tests on 
Bermuda grass. 
Hartley (1980) superimposed the constant depth lines on Chen's 
data, as shown in Fig.9. Hartley confirmed the reason stated by Kruse 
et al. (1965) that for constant slope, resistance decreases as depth 
increases indicating lower average density of vegetation with increasing 
depth. Another trend in Fig.9 may be observed along constant depth 
lines. Generally, the friction factor grows along the path such that 
the tangent slope to the path starts from zero and increases toward 
infinity. This implies that constant depth at higher slope ranging from 
.001 to .164 and higher R8 up to some extent, corresponds to a higher 
friction factor. Obviously, the preceding conclusion is in 
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contradiction with the case of flow over a rough boundary in which 
friction factor decreases with slope and R9 with depth held constant. 
Hartley explains that the in~rease in resistance along constant depth 
lines in Chen's data could be due to either instability in free surface 
as velocity increases or flexibility effects. The former effect 
requires additional energy dissipation and the latter causes an increase 
in biomass brought down into the flow due to bending. Kouwen and Unny 
(1973) state that this effect of flexibility increases resistance as 
long as the vegetation is not totally overtopped or channelized by the 
flow. 
In the second part of constant depth line in Chen's data, f tends 
to grow very rapidly with constant R9 and consequently discharge. The 
trend is true for depths being larger than 0.1 feet and when S0 >0.164. 
This indicates that for steep slope with constant depth, the flow 
resistance becomes independent of R9 when R9 >700 and apparently flow 
enters the transition regime. Therefore, the upper limit for R9 for 
laminar regime in Chen's data would be probably close to 700 for slopes 
steeper than 0.164, whereas Chen extends it to 1100. One may reason the 
phenomenon for steep slope in terms of high free surface instability 
causing turbulence and making the flow exit from laminar regime. For 
practical purposes, however, a steeper slope (S 0 >.164) rarely occurs and 
the Chen's data on resistance to flow through Bermuda grass can be used 






Fig. 9. The f-R9 restricted data for flow through Bermuda grass, after 
Chen (1976). 
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Even though there exist a debate concerning whether the bed slope 
can be an independent variable, Chen's data confirms a good agreement in 
laminar region with the equation f=K/R9 • Since Chen's equation directly 
computes the total resistance, there is no need to separate the boundary 
resistance and deal with it. Also, the equation comes from the 
experiments in which more similarity with natural situation occurs, 
particularly density variation with depth in addition to flexibility 
effect. The comparison of the data and the equation is shown in Fig.lO. 
Similar data on flow through Bermuda grass has been presented by 
Palmer (1945). Palmer data along with Chen data are plotted in Fig.lO. 
Although most of the Palmer data fall within laminar range as indicated 
by Chen, it shows an almost constant f through the laminar range rather 
than decreasing f with R9 • Chen reasons the discrepancy in the results 
between his and Palmer's study in terms of high difficulties involved in 
depth measurements with such thin flows. Whatever the reason, the 
Palmer data in laminar range can not be trusted because showing nearly 
constant f in that range means the relative independency of resistance 
from Reynolds number that might be true for turbulent flows. 
Ree and Palmer (1949) performed extensive experiments on resistance 
to turbulent flow through various grasses, particularly Bermuda grass, 
in two different channel cross sections, trapezoidal and rectangular, 
with channel slope ranging from 0.002 to 0.24. They plotted curves of 
Manning's n versus the product of velocity and hydraulic radius. Also 
the results of experiments identified three conditions of vegetal 
roughness system in terms of flexibility: (1) erect condition 
corresponding to low flows with high resistance, constant n until 
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partial submergence occurs; (2) deflected condition at intermediate 
flow, decreasing resistance with discharge, beyond complete submergence; 
and (3) prone condition at high flows and low resistance above the 
flattened vegetation, fully turbulent flow with constant n. Having Ree 
and Palmer data including the variation of n vs VR and the temperature 
at the time of experiments, Chen derived f vs Reusing the relation 
between f and n and then plotted the results along with his own data in 
Fig.lO. Three interesting conclusions are revealed from Fig.lO. First, 
the Ree and Palmer data falls mostly into transition and turbulent 
ranges, having a steep drop in resistance in transition range and 
terminating to, as Chen puts it, a fixed f when entering fully turbulent 
flow. The fixed f value is claimed to be 0.11 for Re larger than 106 . 
However, almost all of the curves of n vs VR provided by Ree and Palmer 
terminates to a constant value for n indicating a fully turbulent flow 
independent of Reynolds number. Since n is proportional to f11 2R116 , 
then constant n doesn't mean constant f while Re, or discharge, is 
increasing. Therefore, referring to fixed f in f-Re diagrams, without 
having data in apparently constant f region, cannot be true and 
connection of two broken curves in Fig. 10 only indicates the 
independency of f from channel cross section for fully turbulent flow. 
In order to derive f-n relationship and use it for fully turbulent 
region, one can use the Manning equation in addition to Eq.l2 and then 
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For u = 1.5*10- 5 ft 2/s, g = 32.2 ft/s 2 , and specific slope being 0.03, 
the equation simplifies to 
f (53) 
The Ree and Palmer's n-VR curves indicates a constant n being 0.033, 
corresponding to the line shown in Fig. 10, for fully turbulent flow 
when S=0.03 . As it is seen that the f-n line extends the broken curves 
of f-Re from transition region into fully turbulent flow. 
Second, the variation of f in the transition range may differ with 
the cross section shape for the same slope. Two broken curves in Fig.lO 
connect the data for trapezoidal and rectangular cross sections for 3% 
channel slope. The trapezoidal resistance curve represents larger f 
compared to that of a rectangular one for similar R9 , or discharge. 
Equal discharge in rectangular and trapezoidal cross sections requires 
larger _depth in rectangular channel, corresponding to less resistance. 
This trend was also derived from Chen's data in laminar region and was 
explained in terms of less vegetation density at higher depths in 
addition to lower resistance due to flexibility effects. 
Third, both broken curves seem to meet at approximately Re = 2000 
at a point that flow on the 3% slope starts to deviate from the laminar 
region to the transition. Interestingly, the point of intersection 
between two broken curves almost lies on the line representing f-Re 
relationship in Chen's equation for laminar flow on 3% channel slope. 
This indicates a good agreement between Chen's and Ree and Palmer's 
data. 
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6.5. Deep Flow over Flexible Vegetation 
The importance of vegetation flexibility on relative roughness and 
flow resistance was suggested by Fenzel and Davis (1964) through a 
series of experiments on artificial turf. Element stiffness, spacing, 
and shape as well as fluid properties and flow parameters were realized 
to affect the flow resistance. Fenzel and Davis showed that the 
vegetation resistance was dominant over soil resistance, even though 
they couldn't evaluate the significance of flexibility parameters in 
their analysis due to lack of data. They also noticed the importance of 
soil resistance only at small depths in sparsely vegetated channels 
whereas it could be ignored for most deep flows in densely vegetated 
channels. 
Probably, the most comprehensive analysis, which will be explained 
in details, of velocity profile and flow resistance in presence of 
flexible vegetation in deep flows was accomplished by Kouwen and his 
colleagues. Kouwen et al.(l969) and then Kouwen and Unny (1973) 
developed a semilogarithmic velocity profile equation by introducing a 
new relative roughness, Y/K, to account for the deflection effect of 
flexible vegetation. Y is simply flow depth and K stands for the 
deflected height of the vegetation. The equation is : 
where C1 and C2 are constants for a given vegetation type and density. 
C1 depends mainly on the flow through the vegetation and hence will be a 
function of its density. For small depths when Y < K, the equation 
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reduces to V/V* = cl or by substituting for v*, it is obtained that To 
pV2jC1
2 which looks like the familiar drag equation where C0 = 2/C1
2 . 
Since C0 is directly proportional to the number of stems per unit area, 
it becomes clear that C1 is dependent on the density of the vegetation. 
c2 , on the other hand, is related to vegetation stiffness. 
Kouwen and Unny (1973) used flexible plastic strips to model and 
determine C1 and C2 for different conditions : prone and otherwise. The 
prone condition was found when the shear velocity exceeded a critical 
shear velocity as follows 
0.028 + 6.33 (MEI) 2 (54) 
where MEl = a bulk stiffness parameter. The above relationship was 
primarily developed for elastic roughness which returns to its initial 
position after cessation of the flow. An analysis of Eastgate's (1966) 
data revealed that for tall natural grasses the critical shear velocity 
given by Eq.54 was too high. For natural long stiff grasses, which acts 
plastically under the flow, Eastgate's data indicated that : 
0.23 (MEI) ·106 (55) 
Thus Eq.54 represents the shear velocity required to elastically 
bend the roughness to a prone condition and Eq.55 represents the plastic 
case. Both equations, which are not dimensionless, are in SI units. In 
practice, the smaller value between Eq.54 and Eq.55 is recommended to be 
used. 
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Assuming the validity of semilogarithmic velocity profile, the 
resistance coefficients, f and n, can be written in SI units as 
1 y 







ffg [ a + b log(Y/K)] 
(57) 
Using the data on synthetic plastic roughness, Kouwen and Unny 
determined a and bas 0 . 15 and 1.85 for V*/V*c < 1.0; 0.20 and 2.70 for 
1.0 < V*/V*c < 1.5; 0.28 and 3.08 for 1.5 < V*/V*c < 2.5; and 0.29 and 
3.50 for v.,.;v*c > 2.5. 
Kouwen and Li (1980) established an equation to evaluate the 
deflected height of the vegetation, in SI units , as : 
K 0 . 14 h [ ( MEI) .25 /h] 1.59 
p v .,.2 (58) 
The remaining difficulty is the value of MEl (in N. m2 ) for each grass 
type. Because there were no reported measurements of the deflected 
vegetation heights, K, for the experiments modeling the flow over 
natural vegetations, Kouwen and Li used a backward method to calibrate 
MEI values. They collected the experimental data of Chen (1975), Cox 
and Palmer (1948), Eastgate (1966), and Ree and Palmer (1949) including 
measurement of vegetation height, h, flow velocity, V, and effective 
slope, Sf. In their method, Kouwen and Li assumed an initial value for 
MEI for each grass . Then they calcul ated K, n, Veal' and Qcal for each 
individual experiment. That assumed value of MEI, which gave the 
smallest summation among the differences between calculated discharges 
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and correspopding measured discharges for all experiments with one 
grass, was tabulated as the value of MEI for that specific grass. The 
table was confirmed by computing retardance curves, n vs VR, and 
comparing with the measured retardance curves presented by Chen, Cox and 
Palmer, and the others. The good fit between the retardance curves was 
assumed to be an indication to justify the use of flexible plastic 
strips to model the flow over natural vegetation. Finally, Kouwen and 
Li proposed an iterative procedure for the design of a channel with 
vegetative lining. Kouwen (1969) classified flow through and over 
vegetation according to whether vegetation was erect and stationary, 
bent and waving, or prone. Shen and Li (1973) cited element waving as a 
possible mechanism increasing flow resistance. However the method by 
Kouwen and Li (1980) doesn't consider the element waving as a middle 
condition between erect and prone and only deflection effect contributes 
in the equations. Even though no report of applying Kouwen and Li' s 
method .is available, the method can be considered as a collection of 




The following conclusions emerged from the discussion of the 
literature on resistance to sheet flows: 
(1) total resistance in sheet flow can be represented by the sum of 
resistances due to rainfall, roughness, and vegetation; 
(2) the relative roughness may represent a more general variable 
compared to bed slope, in flow resistance equation for laminar flow over 
a rough boundary. According to Phelps' paper, the friction factor 
equation in the form f = K/Re has been verified. K is constant for a 
given relative roughness; 
(3) the friction factor for turbulent flow depends on the condition 
of roughness related to the flow. Flow resistance under hydraulically 
smooth conditions is a function of Reynolds number whereas under fully 
rough condition the primary variable becomes the relative roughness; 
(4) the friction factor, here defined as 8rjpV2 , depends on 
Reynolds number and rainfall intensity for laminar flow over a smooth 
boundary and only on Reynolds number for turbulent flow. The resistance 
equation given by Li (1972) is recommended for the computation of flow 
resistance w~th rainfall; 
(5) flow through vegetation is very complicated. Nevertheless, in 
limited number of cases several methods can be applied. Chen's equation 
is suggested for total friction factor due to laminar flow through 
Bermuda and Kentucky Blue grasses. For either flow through rigid 
vegetation with constant density along depth of flow, or very shallow 
flow through grass, Hartley's equations may be used to compute friction 
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factor for different vegetation patterns in both laminar and turbulent 
flow; 
(6) in case of deep turbulent flow through natural vegetation, Ree 
and Palmer's resistance curves can provide Manning's n. Also in this 
case Kouwen and Unny's method is suitable for channel design with 
vegetative lining; and 
(7) the relative magnitude of resistance to flow due to rainfall, 
roughness, and vegetation (represented by Bermuda grass) shows that 
rainfall resistance and roughness resistance for laminar flow are 
generally comparable whereas vegetation resistance drastically overcomes 
that of both rainfall and roughness combined. 
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APPENDIX II - LIST OF SYMBOLS 
The following symbols are used in this paper: 
A cross sectional area; 
C concentration of roughness elements; also Chezy C; 
C0 =drag coefficient of vegetation elements; 
D average diameter; 
d rainfall size; also diameter of vegetation elements; 
D pipe diameter; also depth; 
EI = stiffness of vegetation; 
F Froude number = Vj}gy; 
f Darcy-Weisbach friction factor; 
g gravitational acceleration; 
G average gap size; 
h vegetation height; 
hf =head loss in pipes; 
i rainfall intensity; 
K deflected height of the vegetation; also constant for 
description of f-Re relationship; 
k mean boundary roughness height; 
N number of cylinders per unit area; 
n Manning's n; 
q = unit discharge; 
q0 = unit base flow rate in case of rainfall; 
R =hydraulic radius; 
Re = Reynolds number = q/v; 
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Rd = diameter Reynolds number = VDjv; 
S = average vegetation spacing; 
S0 bed slope; 
Sf friction or energy gradient; 
T free surface width of the channel; 
U velocity of raindrop entering main flow; 
V mean flow velocity; 
Y average flow depth; 
x distance in the main flow direction; 
fi velocity distribution factor in momentum equation; 
fi 1 = regression coefficient in regression equation; 
a rainfall pattern dimensionless quantity; 
~ Specific gravity of water; 
€ = error in regression equation; 
A parameter describing raindrop shape; also soil roughness sp~cing; 
p density of water; 
r =boundary shear stress; 
e angle between main flow direction and horizontal; also 
cross sectional shape dimensionless quantity of vegetation 
elements; 
~ dynamic viscosity of water; 
v = kinematic viscosity of water; 
~ dimensionless vegetation pattern parameter; 
~ angle between the velocity U and x-direction; 
a = soil roughness height; 
6 laminar sublayer thickness; 
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f-Re Data on Bermuda grass, after Chen (197G) 
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f-Re Data on Bermuda grass, after Chen (1976) 
Bed Discharge 
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Data Discharge Velocity Effective Darcy Reynolds 





















































rrapezoldal Shape, Bottom Width 1.5 ft, Bed Slope 20% 
Data Discharge Velocity Effective 
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Trapezoidal Shape, Bottom Widtl1 1.5 ft, Bed Slope 10% 
---------------------------------------------------~-----------
Data Discharge Velocity Effective 






1 4.6GO 4.090 0.0916 0.509 141000 
1'\ 7.120 4.970 0.0906 0.380 192000 L. ... 10.000 5.660 0.0907 "' " " "' 257000 ..) Uovvv .. 13.500 6.400 0.0906 0.288 322000 't 
5 1 ,.. """ ,., r"\,..,1"\ 0.0884 0.246 381000 .11 .~uu I o U I U 
G 23.000 7.800 0.0874 0.216 449000 
Tra1Jezoidal Shape, Bottom Width 1. 5 ft, Bed Slope 10/~ 
Data Discharge Velocity Effective 
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n n~ 11"\1"\ n r:-"11"\ 0.0842 1"\ 1t"\M ~~1"\1"\1"\1"\ 0 GUo..lVV Ooi.J..lV V o ..lO I 0UGVVV 
9 25.900 8.740 0.0872 0.178 "'~"""'" 0U0VVV 
1 n 2G.300 n '"'"" 0.0880 0.184 372000 ..lV 0. IVV
11 2G.300 8.320 0.084G 0.171 3G9000 
12 2G.100 8.900 0.0857 0.1G8 349000 
1 ~ 1 1"\~1"\ 1"\ I"\ AI"\ 0.1024 '"' 1r:"t"\ nn.-.nn i.) loV"tV Vo;::1"tV , oii.JV GV0VV 
14 2.9GO 1.940 0.1009 1.970 !11"1"\1"\1"\ "tUGVV 
1 r:" 4.940 2.G50 0.0988 1 1t"\l"\ 73900 ii.J ioiGV 
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19 2G.840 6.5GO 0.0974 1"\ n,..,.. 284000 VoGUU 
20 30.440 7 .070 0.0964 0.237 30GOOO 
01 "' r:" A ,.. n '"' .510 0.0980 1"\ 01 !I "'""'""" Gi .)iJe"tUV I VoG..l"t .).).)VVV 
.... " 0.979 1 ~nn 0.1010 1 '"''"'" 1""'"" GG ioi.JOV i • I IV ;::1.)VV
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n ~ 4.710 3.900 0.1000 0.432 74300 G"t 
nr-
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n,.. 14.700 ~ r:"~t"\ 0.0980 0.204 ·151000 GU u.;;uv ....... 19.800 7 .440 0.0999 1 Mt"\ .... 180000 Gl i. 10.) 
nn 24.GOO .... ",.." 0.0977 0.155 217000 GO o.vuv ,..,... nn """' n "'1" 0.1002 0.145 292000 G;:; G;:;.ovv 0. I. "tV 
Trapezoidal Shape, Bottom Width Varies , Bed Slope 3/~ 
Data Discharge Velocity Effective 
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Ll'tq.JezolJal Sh1:1.pe, Bottom ~idtb Va.ries , Bed Slope 3/~ 
~~---------------------------------------------------------------
Data Discl1al'ge Velocity Effective 
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Trapezoidal Shape, Bottom Width 1.5 ft, Bed Slope 1% 
Data Discharge Velocity Effective 
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7 24.G70 3.090 0.0102 0.190 1 "f"\1"\r\f"\ .L'tVVVV 
n 30.000 3.400 0.0102 0.1G3 189000 0 




Disc:ha1·ge Velocity Effective 
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'T'rapezoidal Shape, Bottom Width 4.0 
Data Discharge Velocity Effective 
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